
Deep and meaningful educational experiences can be

created by a CoI, provided that three presences are

well-developed: social presence, cognitive presence,

and teaching presence. 

Create an Online Community of

Inquiry (CoI) 

YOUR GUIDE TO CREATING AN EXCEPTIONAL

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

CORPORATE TRAINING EXCELLENCE

WHAT IS A COMMUNITY OF INQUIRY? 

A Community of Inquiry, often referred to as a CoI, is "a

group of individuals who collaboratively engage in

critical discourse and reflection to construct personal

meaning and confirm mutual understanding" (Athabasca

University, 2020). 

Learning design should continually encourage the

formation and strengthening of these three presences. 

SOCIAL PRESENCE

Focused on engagement with participants.

Social presence is developed when

participants identify with the community,

communicate purposefully, and develop

inter-personal relationships (Garrison,

2009).

COGNITIVE PRESENCE

Focused on engagement with content.

Cognitive presence is developed when

participants are able to construct and

confirm meaning through reflection and

discourse (Garrison, Anderson, and Archer,

2001).

TEACHING PRESENCE 

Focused on engagement with goals /

direction.

Teaching presence is developed when

participants are able to realize personally

meaningful and worthwhile goals

(Garrison, Rourke, Anderson, and Archer,

2000).  



SEEK AVENUES FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Want more information on CoI and how to support the

three presences in your learning design? 

Check out www.thecommunityofinquiry.org 

GET TO ACTION: LEARNING DESIGN FOR ONLINE COI

SOCIAL PRESENCE

Ask participants to create 'About me' videos. Lead the

way by posting one yourself.

Hold synchronous sessions using conferencing

technology like Collaborate or Zoom 

Include group work in the course requirements, ideally

mixing up group members each time.

Encourage conversations in discussion forums.

Encourage interpersonal communication through 

 group-chosen technology, such as WhatsApp or Slack

COGNITIVE PRESENCE

TEACHING PRESENCE 

Try out some or many of these ideas for developing the three

presences in your online courses.

Include group work, debates, and other interactive

activities in the course work. 

Encourage questioning.

Introduce the concept of constructive controversy (i.e.

healthy conflict) and encourage its use. 

Include academic reflections and other reflective

activities.

Include peer feedback components.

Facilitate discussions

Summarize discussions, linking participants to course

content  while reinforcing members' social presences

Model effective CoI behaviours, such as constructive

controversy and questioning/inquiry

Provide constructive feedback regularly

 Identify and remove any barriers to social or cognitive

presence for students, such as conflict 
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